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Biodegradable

A guide to prevent
your drains being
blocked

Food for thought

How to... Think Sink!

Did you know that
a medium sized
turkey produces
¾ pint of fat?

Please follow these easy steps to keep fat,
oil and grease out of your pipes by using
a Gunk Pot or equivalent container:

Cooked
breakfast

Roast
dinner

Deep-fried Spaghetti
chips
bolognese

The leftovers from these and any dish made with or
containing fat, oil and grease can block pipes under
your sink. Even small amounts of fat, oil, grease
and food waste contribute to blocked drains.

When hot fat, oil
and grease cools it
forms a solid mass
which can build up
inside pipes.

Blocked pipes can
cause flooding and
pollute our beautiful
beaches and countryside.
It can easily be avoided.

1.6m tonnes of food
and drink waste was
disposed of via household
sinks and drains in the
UK in one year*

Each year, South
West Water removes
4,000 tonnes of fat
and food waste
from the region’s
sewers – enough
to fill 25 doubledecker buses

*Source: Household Food
and Drink Waste in the United
Kingdom 2012, Wrap

8,500
blockages

£4.5m
cost on bills
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Scrape

Collect

Scrape food scraps and
fat off plates into a bin
or food waste recycling.

Use a Gunk Pot or similar
container to collect cooled
fats, oils and grease from
roasting trays and frying pans.

25
buses

1.6m
tonnes
Every year, tens of thousands of litres
of waste fat, cooking oil and grease are
poured down sinks by people who don’t
realise the problems this could cause.

Curry
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21% of
blockages
21% of blocked sewers
are caused by waste
fat, cooking oil and
grease being poured
down the sink
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Wipe

Empty/recycle

Give plates and pans a
quick wipe with kitchen roll
or newspaper to remove
any liquid fat or grease
before putting in the sink
or dishwasher.

Empty a full Gunk Pot into a
kitchen bin, then wipe it out
with kitchen roll ready to
reuse. Alternatively, dispose
of an equivalent container
directly into the bin.

TOP TIP 1

Put a sink strainer
over the plughole to
prevent any leftover
bits going down
the sink

TOP TIP 2

Kitchen roll is
your best friend!

